
Dear Sirs, 

 

THE COMMITTEE OF INTERNATIONAL PROBLEMISM (CPI FMJD) makes the Calendar 

of the international competitions (100, 64) for draughts composition organizing under the 

auspices of the CPI FMJD in 2013-2014. 

 

The world cups under the auspices of the CPI FMJD will be included in this Calendar of the 

international competitions. But also other international competitions for draughts composition 

will be included in the Calendar plan in the case when theirs organizers want to hold them under 

the auspices of the CPI FMJD (with classification of theirs results and giving international 

master points, IMP). According the Statutes of the CPI FMJD the organizers of such 

competitions for draughts composition could be the national federations, regional or local 

organisations, and private persons if they correspond to the International Rules. 

 

The CPI FMJD asks the draughts organizations and private persons to send the following 

information/application to the email of Algimantas Kaciuska (the CPI Secretary): 

kaciuska@splius.lt till 01 of December, 2012: 

 

 

1. What international competitions for draughts composition are you going to hold in 2013-

2014? 

2. At what the board (100-square or 64-square board) and the section (genre) of the 

draughts composition are you going to hold the competitions? 

3. What is the prospective date of the competition announcement (Year, month)? 

4. The contact person for the competition, contact details. 

 

Also we are waiting the applications for the international competitions for decision of the 

draughts composition in internal form of carrying out. 

 

After receiving all applications till the announcement of the Calendar if it is necessary the CPI 

FMJD will contact with organizers which makes the applications for specification/coordination 

of dates or sections (genre). 

 

The organizers which will not make the applications in time and theirs competitions will not be 

included in the Calendar could have some problems with confirmation by the CPI FMJD. 

 

 

Algimantas Kaciuska  

The CPI Secretary  

 

 


